Recently interest in GUT baryogenesis has been resurrected due to the observation that B-violating dimension seven operators that arise in grand unified theories that also violate B − L produce baryon asymmetry that cannot be wiped out by sphaleron processes. While a general analysis of such higher dimensional operators from a bottom up approach exists in the literature, a full analysis of them derived from grand unification does not exist. In this work we present a complete analysis of B − L = −2 operators within a realistic SO(10) grand unification where the doublet-triplet splitting is automatic via a missing partner mechanism. Specifically we compute all allowed dimension five, dimension seven and dimension nine operators arising from matter-Higgs interactions. The relative strength of all the allowed B − L = −2 operators is given. Such interactions are useful in the study of neutrino masses, baryogenesis, proton decay and n −n oscillations within a common realistic grand unification framework. *
Introduction
Analyses of higher dimensional operators within an effective field theory framework to explore physics beyond the Standard Model has a long history [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . Included in such effective theories are B − L violating operators. Such operators already appear in the study of see saw neutrino masses and in the study of n −n oscillation and have gained further interest recently in the context of GUT scale baryogenesis [24, 25, 26] . Thus while baryogenesis arising from baryon and lepton number violating but B − L preserving interactions from GUT models is wiped out by sphaleron interactions which violate B + L and preserve B − L, this is not the case for B − L violating interactions. The simplest GUT model SU(5) with renormalizable interactions and R parity conservation has only B − L preserving interactions and is not a desirable model for GUT scale baryogenesis. However, SO(10) models [27, 28] can generate B − L violating interactions. While a significant amount of work has been done recently in the study of baryogenesis within SO(10) using B − L violating interactions [25, 26] , to our knowledge there is as yet no complete analysis of B − L violating interactions that arise in SO (10) . In this work we give a full and rigorous analysis of such interactions and compute dimension 5, 7 and 9 B − L = −2 interactions within a class of SO(10) models where the B − L violating operators arise from matter-Higgs interactions. The model we consider has a natural doublet-triplet splitting within the framework of a missing partner mechanism [29, 30, 31, 32] (for a recent application of SO(10) missing partner model see [33] ). While our analysis is done within a specific model, it is likely to be applicable to a broader class of models where the light spectrum is that of MSSM.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows: In Sec. (2), we give the details of the SO(10) model. Here, we also discuss the spontaneous breaking of the SO(10) GUT symmetry down to the symmetry of the Standard Model gauge group, i.e., the symmetry SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) Y using 126 + 126 + 210 multiplets. The GUT sector of this model is the same as discussed in [34] . The symmetry breaking in these models was investigated in [35] where a cubic equation for spontaneous symmetry breaking was obtained. The models of [34] had in addition 10-plets of Higgs and were later extended to include 120-plet of Higgs [36] . Further applications of such models were made in a number of works [37, 38, 39] . While the GUT sector of the model considered here is identical to the previous works the model overall is different for the following reasons: In the usual GUT models to which the works listed above belong, the choice of the Higgs content is arbitrary. For example, in the previous models one can add any number of additional Higgs fields, such as one or more 10-plets and 120-plets as there is no principle that restricts it. In the missing partner model the Higgs sector is strictly constrained and in SO (10) only few examples are known [31, 32] . Specifically the GUT sector must be enchored either in 126 + 126 or 560 + 560. Even more stringent is the constraint on the light Higgs sector, i.e., the sector which provides a component to the light Higgs doublet. Thus once an anchor in the GUT sector is assumed the light sector cannot be chosen in an arbitrary fashion as is possible in the usual GUT models. This is needed to satisfy two constraints: first to ensure that the light sector has an excess number of Higgs doublets by one over the heavy Higgs sector while there is an exact match of the Higgs triplets/anti-triplets between the light and the heavy sectors. This ensures that all Higgs doublets will become heavy except one and all Higgs triplets will become heavy because of mixing between the light and the heavy sectors. Second, that all the exotic fields in the light Higgs sector will become heavy as a result of mixing with the heavy fields. These constrains are strong enough to eliminate a large number of models except the ones listed in [31, 32] . For example, for the case when the GUT sector is assumed to be 560 + 560, which breaks the GUT symmetry down to SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) Y , the light sector must consist only of the fields 2 × 10 + 320. Further, no masses are allowed for the light sector and the mass generation is allowed only via mixings with the heavy sector. This automatically requires several couplings to vanish. The model we consider here requires us to choose in an unambiguous manner a light sector which is 2 × 10 + 120. The doublet-triplet splitting has been an Achilles heel of grand unification and the missing partner mechanism is one of the ways the problem can be redressed. Thus SO(10) model which contains many desirable features coupled with the missing partner mechanism provides a natural framework for grand unification.
In Sec.(3), we give details of the doublet-triplet splitting and determine the linear combination of the fields in the 2 × 10 + 120 plet of Higgs that produce a pair of light Higgs doublets. In Sec.(4), we give analysis of the B − L = −2 operators arising from matter-Higgs interactions. A discussion of results is given in Sec. (5) . Conclusions are given in Sec. (6) . Further details of the analysis are given in several appendices. In Appendix A, we define the notation and give the decomposition of the SO(10) multiplets in terms of the SU(5) multiplets. Appendix B contains the reduction of 24, 45, 50, 75 plets of SU(5) fields in terms of component states with SU(3) C × SU(2) L × U(1) Y quantum numbers. These fields enter in the spontaneous breaking of GUT and electroweak symmetry. In Appendix C, we give additional details of the GUT symmetry breaking. In Appendix D, we give a further discussion of the following sets of SO(10) Higgs couplings in SU (5)×U (1) decomposition: 10 · 126 · 210, 10 · 126 · 210, 120 · 126 · 210 and 120 · 126 · 210. These couplings enter in the doublet-triplet splitting. The analysis of these couplings is based on the oscillator mechanism [40, 41] using techniques developed in [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48 ]. An analysis of such couplings in PatiSalam subgroups was given in earlier works of [37, 49] using techniques of [49] . Finally in Appendix F we exhibit some of the coefficients of B − L = −2 operators. In this work we do not discuss B − L violating interactions that arise from four-point Higgs interactions. There are a large number of such interactions and they include couplings of the type (126 × 126)r · (X × Y )r and (126 × 126)r · (X × Y )r where X, Y = 10, 45, 54, 120, 126, 126, 210. Many of these operators are discussed in [25] . A full analysis of the B − L violating interactions from this set is outside the scope of this work and requires a separate analysis.
The SO(10) model
The SO(10) model we discuss has the following particle content [32] 126(∆ µνρσλ ), 126(∆ µνρσλ ), 210(Φµνρσ), 101( 1 Γµ), 102( 2 Γµ), 120(Σ µνλ ).
Here the fields 126 + 126 + 210 constitute the heavy sector while the fields 2 × 10 + 120 constitute the light sector. Additionally, the model contains three generations of matter fields which reside in three copies of 16-plet spinor representation of SO (10) . The light fields consisting of 2 × 10 + 120, together with the heavy sector, generate the desired doublet-triplet splitting and make all the triplets and doublets heavy except for one pair of Higgs doublets. This will be discussed in detail in the next section. Here we discuss the breaking of the SO(10) GUT symmetry to the Standard Model gauge group. The spontaneous breaking of the GUT symmetry for this model was first discussed in [35] . Here we discuss it to set up the framework for the discussion in the following sections. Thus the breaking comes about as follows: The 126 + 126 multiplets reduces the rank of the group and the 210 plet breaks the rest of the gauge symmetry down to the Standard Model gauge group. The superpotential that breaks the GUT symmetry is
where mΦ is the mass of the 210-plet field and m∆ is the mass of the 126 + 126 multiplets. The fields that develop VEVs are (8M∆ + 39MΦ)
Thus all the VEVs, i.e., S1 210 , S75 210 , S1 126 , S1
126 can be determined in terms of just one VEV, i.e., S24 210 using the minimization conditions Eq.(4). We note that the VEVs depend on all the four parameters m∆, mΦ, λ and η. Table 2 gives the numerical estimates of these Standard Model singlets. Note that in Table 2 corresponding to each set of M∆ and MΦ, there exists three solutions for S24 210 as given by Eq.(7). We note that the cubic equation for spontaneous symmetry breaking exhibited in Eq. (7) was first obtained in the work of [35] .
3 Light and heavy Higgs fields after spontaneous breaking of the GUT symmetry
As mentioned in Sec. (2), the doublet-triplet splitting arises as a consequence of mixing between the light sector consisting of 2 × 10 + 120 plets of Higgs fields and the heavy sector consisting of 126 + 126 + 210 of Higgs fields. The interactions mixing the light and the heavy fields are given in Appendix D. As discussed in [32] the light sector contains four pairs of Higgs doublets and four pairs of Higgs triplets/anti-triplets while the heavy sector consists of three pairs of Higgs doublets and four pairs of Higgs triplets/antitriplets leaving only one pair of light Higgs doublet. This light Higgs doublet pair is, in general, a linear combination of the Higgs doublets in the 10-plets, in the 120-plet and in the 126-plet of Higgs fields and there is no component of it in the heavy Higgs sector which breaks the GUT symmetry. Actually it turns out that the light Higgs field in the present model is a linear combination only of the Higgs doublets that arise from the 101 + 102 plets and from the 120 plet of SO(10) Higgs fields. In this section, we discuss the details of the analysis to determine the exact combination of these doublets in the residual light doublet pair. The superpotential that enters in the doublet-triplet splitting is given by
where r = 1, 2. Next, we exhibit the Higgs doublet pairs (D) consisting of up-and down-type Higgs and Higgs triplet/anti-triplet pairs (T) that participate in the missing partner mechanism. Note that we could have added the following set of terms to WDT allowed by the gauge invariance of the theory
The missing partner mechanism requires
which represents a significant reduction of parameters. D a means that the doublet is in the 45 plet of SU(5) contained in the 120 plet of SO(10). Here α = 1, 2, 3 and a = 4, 5 represent SU(3) color and SU(2) weak indices, respectively. The result of the above analysis is summarized in Table 1 . The mass terms for the SU(2) doublets in the superpotential can be written as
where the doublet mass matrix M d receives contributions from ?? and Eq. (10) and is given by
and
Substituting the values of S1 210 , S75 210 , S1 126 , S1 126 in terms of just one VEV, i.e., S24 210 , all the matrix elements of M d can be determined in terms of a single VEV, i.e., S24 210 . An illustrative example of the numerical sizes of S1 210 , S24 210 , S75 210 , S1 126 is given in Table 2 . The matrix M d is non-symmetric and is diagonalized by two 7 × 7 unitary matrices U d and V d :
The columns of the matrices U d and V d are the eigenvectors of matrices
The mass eigenstates of the Higgs doublet fields are expressed in terms of the primitive Higgs doublet fields through (10) GUT gauge symmetry under the assumption λ = η ∼ 1 and S1 126 = S1
We identify the light Higgs doublet pair to be
while all the remaining mass eigenstates of the Higgs doublets are superheavy. Thus, the inverse transformation of Eq. (18) gives
where + · · · stand for heavy Higgs doublet fields. The heavy Higgs doublets are to be integrated out and do not appear in the effective low energy theory. The matrix elements U d k1 and V d k1 are functions of S24 210 except for k = 4, 5, 7 for which
The numerical values of U d k1 and V d k1 , k = 1, 2, 3, 6 are given in Table  3 and Table 4 . Again note that in Tables 3 and 4 corresponding to each set of M∆ and MΦ, there exists three solutions for U d k1 and V d k1 . This is simply because S24 210 satisfies a cubic equation Eq. (7). In summary, all the eigenvalues of the doublet Higgs mass matrix given by Eq. (14) are superheavy except one pair which is massless and corresponds to the electroweak Higgs doublets of MSSM. The zero eigenmode is determined by transformation matrix elements Table 3 : A Numerical estimate of the elements of the zero mode eigenvectors using the analysis of Table 2 and under the additional assumption a = b1,2 = c = c ∼ 1.
The mass terms for the SU(3) color triplets in the superpotential can be written as
where the triplet mass matrix Mt receives contributions from ?? and eq.(10) and is given by
Here Table 4 : A Numerical estimate of the elements of the zero mode eigenvectors using the analysis of Table 2 and under the additional assumption a = b1,2 = c = c ∼ 1.
Substitution of S1 210 , S75 210 , S1 126 , S1 126 in terms of S24 210 , gives all the matrix elements of the Higgs triplet mass matrix in terms of one VEV. The Higgs triplet mass matrix Mt is diagonalized by an 8 × 8 biunitary transformation
There is no zero mode in the triplet mass matrix and all the eigenvalues of this matrix are superheavy. The triplet Higgs mass spectrum is, of course, central to the study of baryon and lepton number violating dimension five operators leading to proton decay (for a review see [50, 51] ), which can act as a discriminant for a variety of GUT and string models (see, e.g., [52] ).
B − L = −2 operators from cubic matter-Higgs interactions
In this section we compute the B − L = −2 interactions arising in the model discussed in section 2. The B − L violating interactions arise as a consequence of the singlets of 126 and 126 gaining VEVs. In turn this VEV formation gives mass to the singlets of the 16-plets of matter. Thus the heavy fields in the model after spontaneous breaking of the GUT symmetry consist of all of the Higgs fields except for a pair of light Higgs doublets and in addition the singlet fields arising from the 16-plets of matter. From the couplings of Higgs with matter we are interested in pulling out only the parts that give B − L = −2. To obtain a low energy effective Lagrangian which contains B − L = −2 violations, we integrate on the heavy fields which can generate such interactions. In this analysis we will focus on B − L = −2 interactions arising from the elimination of 5 + 5, 45 + 45 fields (excluding the light modes) and the matter singlets. The elimination of 10 + 10 will not be considered as this requires a further overlapping analysis of Goldstones in the SO(10) symmetry breaking and their absorption in the 10 + 10 gauge vector bosons to make them heavy in the symmetry breaking of SO (10) and a full analysis of this is outside the scope of this work. Returning to the integration over 5 + 5, 45 + 45 extra care is needed in handling the integration. This is due to a mixing between the doublets and the triplets arising from 5 + 5 and 45 + 45. Further, the doublet mass matrix has a zero mode which must be extracted before integration on the heavy Higgs doublets can be performed. Similarly, integration on the 45 + 45 requires that we first extract out the doublet and the triplets modes before integration on them. We follow the following path in integration of the heavy fields: First we integrate on the matter singlets and then integrate on the remaining heavy Higgs fields. Another integration path is found to give the same result.
We begin by displaying the cubic matter-Higgs couplings which consists of 16 · 16 · 10, 16 · 16 · 120 and 16 · 16 · 126 couplings. In SU(5) decomposition (for notation see Appendix A) they are given by [42] 
where the front factors f 
yx .
Next we assume that because of spontaneous symmetry breaking the singlet field in the 126-plet of Higgs field develops a VEV, i.e., < H (126) > ≡ S1
126
= 0, which gives mass to the singlets in the 16-plet of matter fields. Collecting the terms which contain the singlet fields of matter from Eq.(25)-Eq.(27) we have
In the above equation the mass term for 116 violates B − L. Next eliminating Mx through ∂W ∂Mx = 0, we get the following 4-point matter-Higgs interactions:
where
The 5-plets of Higgs can produce heavy Higgs doublets and triplets and their decays violate B − L. Further their couplings carry new sources of CP violation not subject to CKM constraints and can be large. Thus these decays can be used to produce GUT scale baryogenesis using standard techniques (see, for e.g., [24, 25, 53] ). As pointed out in [24, 25] a baryon number excess produced this way in the early universe will not be washed away by sphaleron interactions at the electroweak scale. We now compute the relevant d = 5, d = 7 and d = 9 operators arising from the above matter-Higgs interactions.
Operators arising from
Here the Higgs fields could be doublets or triplets. Thus we have three possibilities, i.e., that both the fields are doublets, both are triplets or one is a doublet and the other a triplet. Thus we write
and where E (rs)
Next we obtain effective operators at low energy from each of the terms W 
Evaluating
In Eq.(41), for example, ∂H dNa = 0, we get B − L = −2 operators with four fields consisting of two matter fields and two light Higgs fields, operators with five fields one of which is a light Higgs field and the other matter fields, and operators with six matter fields. In addition we also get B = 0, L = 0 operators with four matter fields. Thus we have
Evaluating W

T T 1
For the case when both the Higgs fields are triplet, they are both superheavy and their elimination leads to the following set of terms
Here the top two lines give us the B − L = −2 operators with six matter fields while the bottom two lines give us B − L = 0 operators with four matter fields which include B violating and L violating operators.
Evaluating
Here we have one Higgs field which is a doublet while the other field is a triplet. Since the doublet fields have both light and heavy modes while the triplets are all heavy, we get a combination of B − L = −2 operators with five fields and with six fields. Additionally we get B − L = 0 operators with four fields as follows
Operators arising from Mx
The analysis of this case is very similar to that of W2 and the two Higgs fields can be either both doublets, both triplets or one doublet and one triplet. Results are as below
and 
Evaluating
W T T 2 W T T ′ 2 = 8 3 Fúvf (120−) wx f (120−) yź D ć uα D ć vβ Q aά w Lx a Q bβ y Lź b + ǫ αβγ ǫ ρσλ D ć uα D ć vρ U cẃ β D ć xγ U ć yσ D ć zλ +2ǫ αβγ D ć uρ D ć vα Q aρ w Lx a U ć yβ D ć zγ 8 N=1 Vt 3N Ut 3N mt N 2 .(51)
W DT 2 W DT ′ 2 = ı8 √ 3 U d 31 Fẃxf (120−) yź ǫ αβγ Lẃ a D ć xα U ć yβ D ć zγ Hu a + Lẃ a D ć xα Q bά w Lź b Hu a 8 N=1 Vt 3N Ut 3N mt N − 32 √ 3 Fúvf (120−) wx f (120−) yź ǫ ab Lú a D ć vα E cẃ Lx b Q cά y Lź c + ǫ αβγ Lú a D ć vα Q aρ w D ć xρ U ć yβ D ć zγ +ǫ αβγ ǫ ab Lú a D ć vα E cẃ Lx b U ć yβ D ć zγ + Lú a D ć vα Q aβ w D ć xβ Q bά y Lź b × 7 M =2 V d 3M U d 3M m d M 8 N=1 Vt 3N Ut 3N mt N .(52)
Operators arising from Mx
No contribution. Firstly, because U d 41 = 0 and secondly because there is no 5 of SU (5) in 126 and hence a mass term involving 5 and 5 cannot be written.
The analysis of this case is similar to that of W2 and W3. Thus without further explanation we give the analysis below
and G (r)
13
Evaluating
The coefficient Iẃx ,ýź is defined in Appendix E.
The coefficient Jẃx ,ýź is explicitly given in Appendix E.
W DT 4 W DT ′ 4 = 16 2 3 f (120−) yź ǫ αβγ Lú a D ć vα Q aδ w D ć xδ U ć yβ D ć zγ + ǫ ab Lú a D ć vα E cẃ Lx b Q cά y Lź c +Lú a D ć vα Q aβ w D ć xβ Q bά y Lź b + ǫ ab ǫ αβγ Lú a D ć vα E cẃ Lx b U ć yβ D ć zγ ×   7 M =2 2 r=1 G (r) uv U d rM 2 s=1 f (10s +) wx V d sM m d M   8 N=1 Ut 3N Vt 3N mt N +ı 4 √ 3 2 r=1 U d r1 G (r) xý f (120−) yź ǫ αβγ U cẃ γ D ć xα Lý a D ć zβ Hu a + Q aά w Lx a Lý b D ć zα Hu b × 8 N=1 Vt 3N Ut 3N mt N −16 ǫ ab Q aά w D ć xα U ć yβ Q bβ z + E cẃ Lx a U ć yα Q aά z 7 N=2 2 r=1 f (10r +) wx U d rN 2 s=1 f (10s +) yź V d sN m d N .(62)
W T D 4 W T D′ 4 = −16 2 3 f (120−) yź ǫ αβγ D ć uα Lv a U cẃ β D ć xγ Q aρ y D ć zρ + ǫ ab ǫ αβγ D ć uα Lv a U cẃ β D ć xγ E ć y Lź b +ǫ ac D ć uα Lv a Q bά w Lx b E ć y Lź c + D ć uα Lv a Q bά w Lx b Q aβ y D ć zβ ×   8 M =1 2 r=1 G (r) uv Ut rM 2 s=1 f (10s +) wx Vt sM mt M   7 N=2 U d 3N V d 3N m d N −ı4 √ 2U d 31 ǫ αβγ D cẃ α Lx a U ć yβ D ć zγ Hu a + D cẃ α Lx a Q bά y Lź b Hu a × 8 N=1 2 r=1 G (r) wx Ut rN 2 s=1 f (10s +) yź Vt sN mt N +8 2ǫ αβγ U cẃ α D ć xβ E ć y U ć zγ + 2ǫ ab U cẃ α D ć xβ Q aβ y Q bά z + 2 Q aά w Lx a E ć y U ć zα −ǫ bc ǫ αβγ Q aά w Lx a Q bβ y Q cγ z 8 N=1 2 r=1 f (10r +) wx Ut rN 2 s=1 f (10s +) yź Vt sN mt N .(63)
Operators arising from Mx
This term does not generate any B − L = −2 operators involving only the SM fields because, firstly U d 41 = 0 and secondly because there is no 5 of SU (5) in 126 and thus a mass term involving 5 and 5 cannot be written.
Just as in the preceding case this term also does not generate any B − L = −2 operators involving only the Standard Model fields.
Discussion of results
The analysis of Sec. Effective Operator We also summarize the sources of the B − L = 0 operators. There are four of them as shown in Table 4 . We list their sources as follows: It is instructive to trace back to the primitive SU(5) invariant effective structures in the superpotential from which the set of operators listed in Table 4 Table 4 can be traced back to the primitive SU(5) structure ǫ ijklm M ij M kl M mn Mn in the superpotential. It is to be noted that the B − L = −2 four field and five field primitive SU(5) structures only contain up-Higgs, i.e., Hu and the down-Higgs H d does not appear. This helps explain why only Hu appears in effective operators in Table 4 . We note that SU(5) is, however, broken at the GUT scale, and thus these SU(5) structures are to be used only as mnemonics for book keeping to identify the origins of the effective operators at low energies.
There are different scales associated with the effective operators listed in Table 4 . Thus suppose M stands for the GUT scale and denote all GUT scale masses by M . In this case the B − L = −2 four field effective operator is suppressed by the factor 1/M which leads to neutrino masses O(< H > 2 /M ) which can lie in the desirable sub eV region. The B − L = −2 five field operator D c D c U c LaHu a is suppressed by two powers of M in the superpotential. After dressing with loops involving a sparticle it will generate a dimension 7 operator in the effective Lagrangian suppressed by the factor 1/(M 2 Ms) where Ms is the effective weak SUSY scale. This operator can produce B − L = −2 nucleon decay modes such p → νπ + . In the usual GUT models, they would be suppressed relative to the proton decay arising from B − L = 0 dimension six proton decay operators. The six field operator
by 1/M 3 in the superpotential and by a factor 1/(M 3 M 2 s ) in the effective Lagrangian. It can induce n −n oscillations and such effects can be enhanced and become observable in models with low scales M .
Conclusion
The SO(10) models are among the prime candidates for a unified framework, which include the strong, the weak, and the electromagnetic interactions. However, like most grand unified models, the SO(10) models also suffer from the so called doublet-triplet problem, which means that after spontaneous breaking of the GUT symmetry, the Higgs doublets (as well as the Higgs triplets) will all be superheavy, requiring a huge fine-tuning to make the Higgs doublets light. The missing partners mechanism is one of the ways in which a grand unified model can resolve this severe doublet-triplet problem. Recently, a variety of SO(10) models were proposed in a supersymmetric framework, which include a missing partner mechanism. Here, we discussed the simplest of such models which contains a heavy sector consisting of 126 + 126 + 210 Higgs multiplets, which breaks the GUT symmetry down to
Combined with a light sector consisting of 2×10 + 120 and a mixing between the light and the heavy sectors, one finds that the model contains just a pair of light Higgs doublets while the remaining exotic fields in 2 × 10 + 120 become superheavy. We have carried out a detailed analysis of the Higgs sector and identified the exact linear combination of the fields that enter in the light Higgs doublet fields for this SO(10) missing partner model.
Further, in this work we have given a full classification of B − L = −2 operators that arise from the matter-Higgs interactions. A list of these operators is given in Table 4 which include dimension five, seven and nine operators all of which are B − L violating. The dimension 5 operator is the well -known Weinberg operator which gives mass to the neutrinos, while the other operators can enter in GUT scale baryogenesis. Further, these operators can generate new kinds of proton decay modes [26] . Thus the conventional B − L = 0 baryon and lepton number violating operators give rise to the modes p → e + π 0 , p →νK + while B − L = −2 operators can generate proton decay modes such as where i, j = 1, ..., 5 are SU(5) indices,ú,v,ẃ,x,ý,ź = 1, 2, 3 represent generation indices and r, s = 1, 2 count the number of 10 plet of SO(10) used in our model of the missing partner mechanism. The following are the Standard Model particle assignments B1: Decomposition of 24-plet of SU (5) The 24-plet of SU (5), residing in 210-plet of SO (10), has the following
where we have defined H
The relationship above follows from the tracelessness condition on the tensor H (210)i j . The reducible tensors of the 24-plet can be expressed in terms of the irreducible ones as follows:
The kinetic energy of the 24-plet is given by
so that the SM fields are normalized according to
B2: Decomposition of 45-plet of SU (5) The 45-plet of SU (5), residing in 120 and 126-plets of SO (10), has the following
where we have defined
One can now extend the above results to 45 of SU(5) contained in 120 and 126 plets.
B3: Decomposition of 50-plet of SU(5)
The 50-plet of SU(5), residing in 126-plet of SO(10), has the following SU(3) 
The reducible tensors of the 50-plet can be expressed in terms of the irreducible ones as follows: 
The kinetic energy of the 50-plet is given by 
One can now extend the above results to 50 of SU(5) contained in 126 plet.
B4: Decomposition of 75-plet of SU (5) The 75-plet of SU (5), residing in 210-plet of SO (10) 
